Summary of North Cumbria Orthopaedic Project
Introduction
The North Cumbria Acute Hospitals NHS Trust has two main sites, Whitehaven to the west and Carlisle to
the east of the Lake District National Park. They tend to have a busier than normal Trauma service in the
summer when tourists injure themselves whilst driving on the twisty roads or walking on the fells and
mountains.
I mention this because a very important part of our work turned out to include producing evidence out of a
simulation model that supported the Trust’s belief that a proposed Independent Sector based strategy for
diagnostics and treatment would prejudice this vital service and still not substantially improve delivery
against the Trust’s 18-Week Target.
Project Structure
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PatientFlows
The Trust used our PatientFlow Planning software application to record the processes that their Elective
Orthopaedic Patients experienced – this in itself identified inefficiencies straight away and enabled the staff
to document desired improvements.
Importantly, the software has been designed with Health Care Professionals. It is easy to use and the User
is encouraged to answer simple key questions like:
Who does what?
When?
Where?
How long does it take?
What is their availability?
How many people require this activity?
Etc.

A Clinic Process for Hip Patients @ Cumberland Infirmary Carlisle

Their PatientFlows are much more than just a series of drawings. Each of the icons can store the User’s
notes and information, including hyper-links to agreed Protocols, other Reference documents or web sites.
Also, they can calibrate the duration of each of the Activities, typically by stating the Minimum, Maximum,
and Most Likely values.
Clearly, there is a great deal of value generated by the staff in doing this work and it usually informs our
design of their simulation FlowModel.
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FlowModel

‘Percept’ FlowModel of Orthopaedics @ Carlisle

This is a large, sophisticated FlowModel that allows the User to optimise care pathways of 5 Orthopaedic
Cohorts (Hips; Knees; Upper Limb & Back; Soft Tissue; and Feet & Ankles) via a choice of 3 Clinic
locations and a team of Specialist Surgeons, each of whom works within a complex Rota.
The Trust is able to test various scenarios in terms of resource availability, such as Specialist Nurse &
Consultant Clinics, Radiology facilities, Lamina-flow Theatres, and Beds. It is also able to consider the
potential impact on both Queues and resource utilisation if Patients are sign-posted to the Independent
Sector for their CATS service (Capture-Assess-Treat-Support).
Reports
The WCH (West Cumberland) & CIC (Cumberland Infirmary) FlowModels export data and provide
powerful User reports, including:

Which Cohorts of Patient are Treated by which Consultant within 18-Weeks (demonstration data)
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FlowModel Run 5 times in succession, each Run being for for 3 Years (demonstration data)

The User can quickly gather evidence to support their preferred strategies:

(demonstration data)

They might then go on to consider the benefits of putting greater emphasis on Day Case treatments and
the provision of ’23-Hour’ Beds to allow the Surgeons to do Lists into the evenings.
Some Actual ‘Big Picture’ Outcomes
1. Clinicians & Management share the same evidence-based platform.
2. Clinicians are fully engaged in identifying possible service improvement ideas and testing them via
their simulation FlowModels.
3. Service providers can see the impact they are having upon their colleagues and Patients.
4. The Acute Trust is able to evidence the likely, adverse outcomes of a proposed CATS strategy
and be statistically confident in their arguments.
5. The Acute Trust and the Primary Care Trust have an agreed tool that quantifies potential Local
Delivery Plans.
6. Any agreed use of independent sector services and other providers can be planned and their
impact focused in a way that benefits all Patients, has the support of all stakeholders, and delivers
good value-for-money.
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